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Abstract

Advances in speech and language process-
ing have enabled the creation of applica-
tions that could, in principle, accelerate
the process of language documentation, as
speech communities and linguists work on ur-
gent language documentation and reclamation
projects. However, such systems have yet to
make a significant impact on language docu-
mentation, as resource requirements limit the
broad applicability of these new techniques.
We aim to exploit the framework of shared
tasks to focus the technology research com-
munity on tasks which address key pain points
in language documentation. Here we present
initial steps in the implementation of these
new shared tasks, through the creation of data
sets drawn from endangered language repos-
itories and baseline systems to perform seg-
mentation and speaker labeling of these audio
recordings—important enabling steps in the
documentation process. This paper motivates
these tasks with a use case, describes data set
curation and baseline systems, and presents re-
sults on this data. We then highlight the chal-
lenges and ethical considerations in develop-
ing these speech processing tools and tasks to
support endangered language documentation.

1 Introduction

Language processing technologies have made dra-
matic strides, achieving sufficiently strong perfor-
mance on tasks, ranging from text-to-speech tran-
scription (Stolcke and Droppo, 2017) to machine
translation (Läubli et al., 2018), to support increas-
ingly broad deployment in commercial applica-
tions. However, these accomplishments have been
attained on only a small subset of relatively high-
resource languages, for example, English speech-
to-text transcription and Mandarin-English ma-
chine translation in the cases above. At this time,
such tools are available for only 100–200 lan-

guages.1

In contrast, there are few such tools for low-
resource or endangered languages. These meth-
ods rely heavily on large quantities of labeled
training data and computing power for these suc-
cesses: resources that are unobtainable for such
languages. Nevertheless, speech and language
processing techniques hold great potential to sup-
port documentation and preservation of endan-
gered languages. Speech communities and lin-
guists are working with urgency on language
reclamation and documentation, while 50–80% of
languages currently spoken could disappear by the
end of this century.2 Field linguists frequently
highlight the “funneling” process of language doc-
umentation where much more data is recorded
than can be transcribed, and more data is tran-
scribed than can be properly analyzed. Levow
et al. (2017) reported a needs assessment work-
shop which aimed to understand the work process
of and identify key pain points for researchers en-
gaged in language documentation. This work pre-
sented key tasks and guiding principles for the de-
sign of shared tasks that bring computational lan-
guage processing techniques to bear on the prob-
lems important to language documentation.

Shared tasks have helped drive development in
a broad range of speech and language process-
ing technologies (Belz and Kilgarriff, 2006), from
document retrieval (Voorhees and Harman, 2005)
to spoken dialog systems (Mesnil et al., 2013;
Williams et al., 2016). Shared tasks raise the vis-
ibility of the problem of interest while providing
valuable standardized training and test data sets,
task settings, evaluation metrics, and venues for
sharing results and methods. One set of shared
tasks proposed by Levow et al. (2017) is the so-

1http://translate.google.com
2https://www.linguisticsociety.org/content/what-
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called “Grandma’s Hatbox” task cascade, which
aims to capture the processing steps needed to pre-
pare a set of field recordings and partial transcrip-
tions to facilitate analysis and archiving, such as
might be required when a scholar’s cache of field
recordings is discovered. The cascade takes origi-
nal unprocessed digital audio recordings and aims
to perform preliminary automatic speaker diariza-
tion, speaker recognition, language identification,
genre identification, and alignment of partial tran-
scriptions with the recorded audio.

Here we focus on the first two stages of this
cascade: speaker diarization and speaker identi-
fication. Speaker diarization takes a span of au-
dio and segments it into spans at speaker change
points and identifies those spans spoken by the
same speaker. Then for each speaker span, speaker
identification determines which, if any, of a set
of known speakers spoke in that span. Creating
a model for one of these known speakers is re-
ferred to as “enrollment”. Our goal is to create
baseline systems to support the implementation
of shared tasks targeting speaker diarization and
speaker identification. We will further assess these
baselines on a set of 8 typologically diverse endan-
gered language data sets.

Our baseline systems serve several purposes.
They serve to validate the design of the tasks and
the data set, highlighting important characteristics
of both. They also help to establish baseline scores
for the tasks on this data, assessing their diffi-
culty and providing a basis for comparison. We
also plan to make their implementation available
as part of upcoming shared tasks to lower barriers
of entry for participating teams. Additionally, they
will allow investigation of the challenges of these
tasks on endangered language data while high-
lighting the assumptions of systems built on stan-
dard corpora for high-resource languages. As part
of establishing clear baselines and lowering barri-
ers to entry, we leverage existing open-source im-
plementations of speaker diarization and speaker
identification. Furthermore, we focus on relatively
“lightweight” implementations that do not require
extensive, licensed training data, large scale com-
puting resources, or extensive compute time.

In the remainder of this paper, we first briefly
describe a use case for these tasks (§2). After pre-
senting related work in §3, we introduce the en-
dangered languages and data sets employed in this
work (§4). The baseline systems and experimental

Figure 1: Diarization and speaker ID use case.

results follow in §§5–6. We then discuss the chal-
lenges highlighted by these experiments, both in
terms of the data itself and of the assumptions un-
derlying existing systems (§7). We conclude with
a discussion of ethical considerations in automat-
ing this annotation of endangered language mate-
rials (§8) as well as plans for future work (§9).

2 Exemplar Use Case

We anticipate that speaker diarization and speaker
identification could benefit the workflows of both
field linguists and managers of endangered lan-
guage archives. Here we discuss a use case from
the perspective of the field linguist; a schematic
appears in Figure 1.

After recording a few sessions with their con-
sultants, the linguist could run the speaker diariza-
tion system on the recordings, to create a first-pass
turn segmentation by speaker in ELAN format. At
this stage, turns would be aligned with the au-
dio, but speakers would only be identified by their
automatically assigned cluster id, e.g. speaker1,
speaker2. The linguist would have the opportu-
nity to correct any errors they observe. The lin-
guist could then associate specific participants —
for example, themselves or their primary con-
sultant — with corresponding automatically gen-
erated speaker IDs. On this basis the speaker ID
model would be trained and then applied to label
all of the researcher’s and consultant’s speaking
turns in subsequent recordings. This segmenta-
tion and labeling would allow the linguist to nav-
igate more quickly through recordings and focus
their analysis and annotation on only those speaker
spans of interest. This semi-automatic segmen-
tation and labeling could also be used to enrich
the metadata in archive deposits and thus facilitate
search through their resources.
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3 Related Work

Both speaker diarization and speaker identification
have been the subject of ongoing shared task eval-
uations (Ryant et al., 2018, 2019; NIST, 2016).
Earlier work on diarization focused on telephone
conversations (Godfrey et al., 1992), broadcast
news, and multiparty meetings (Janin et al., 2003).
Recent tasks and data sets have refocused atten-
tion on more varied and challenging interaction
settings, such as child-directed speech, restaurant
conversations, and courtroom speech, in the DI-
HARD (Ryant et al., 2018) task series. However,
most diarization task data has been in English or
other high resource languages, such as French.

The NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation
(SRE) (NIST, 2016) series has been active since
1996. The data has included both telephone and
microphone speech and explored different train-
ing and test duration configurations. While ear-
lier iterations focused on English test data, with a
mix of languages in the training set, recent years
have included test data from Cantonese, Tagalog,
and Arabic. More varied speaker recognition data
sets are now available, such as “Speakers in the
Wild” (SITW) (McLaren et al., 2016) or Vox-
Celeb (Nagrani et al., 2020), which uses YouTube
interviews. Speaker recognition systems have also
been built for lower resource languages such as
Bengali (Das and Das, 2018) and Uyghur (Rozi
et al., 2015).

Endangered language data poses many chal-
lenges for speaker diarization and speaker iden-
tification. Diarization is sensitive to the style
of interaction, e.g. broadcast news vs. courtroom
vs. dinner-party conversation, and recordings col-
lected by documentary linguists span diverse do-
mains from structured elicitations to sermons and
ceremonies. Recording conditions for documen-
tary linguistic data are also potentially more vari-
able than those in prior studies, many of which
have focused on telephone or wideband labora-
tory recording settings. In addition, we con-
sider endangered languages with areal and typo-
logical diversity. Finally and crucially, documen-
tary linguistic data is typically much more limited
in quantity, precluding techniques which rely on
large amounts of in-language training data.

4 Data

We have run experiments on data collections from
8 different languages all deposited with Endan-

gered Languages Archive (ELAR) at SOAS Uni-
versity of London.3 Table 1 provides an overview
of the data, listing for each language the lan-
guage family it belongs to and the location (coun-
try name) where the fieldwork took place, per the
information indicated in the ELAR deposit. In this
section, we briefly summarize the available infor-
mation about the genres represented in each de-
posit and basic phonological typological informa-
tion about each language, the latter being summa-
rized in Table 2. Where available, we provide the
ISO639-3 language codes.4

In addition to genre and phonological typolog-
ical profile, we expect further kinds of variation
across these languages and data sets. For exam-
ple, speaker communities likely vary in their con-
ventions around overlap between turns of different
speakers (how much overlap is allowed before it is
considered a rude interruption? do speakers need
leave some silence after another’s turn? are lis-
teners expected to provide audible backchannels?
(Clancy et al., 1996; Levow et al., 2010; Dun-
can et al., 2010; Tannen, 1994; Goldberg, 1990;
Laskowski, 2010)), and recordings likely vary in
terms of the amount and type of ambient noise in-
cluded (animals, traffic, wind). Unfortunately, we
do not have access to either type of information
and so will have to assume that these data sets do
vary along these dimensions.

Cicipu (ISO639-3:awc) The deposit for Cicipu
includes “greetings, conversations, hortative dis-
course, narratives, procedural, and ritual dis-
course” (McGill, 2012), and elicitation activities.
The language is analyzed as having 27 consonants,
6 basic monophthongal vowels all allowing length
and nasalization contrasts, and 4 diphthongs, al-
most always nazalised. It is a tonal language, con-
trasting high v. low tones and contour tones on
long vowels/diphthongs (McGill, 2014).5

Effutu (ISO639-3:awu) The deposit for Ef-
futu (Agyeman, 2016b) includes interviews,
prompted narratives, elicitations, naturally occur-
ring linguistic events (e.g. the language taking
place around fishing activities), natural conversa-
tions, folks songs, fables, and radio programming.
According to the analysis of Agyeman (2016a),

3https://elar.soas.ac.uk/
4https://www.iso.org/standard/39534.htm
5McGill (2014) doesn’t specify which contour tones there

are. Given the basic H and L tones, we assume the presence
of HL and LH.
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Language Family Location Hours Turn Sampling

Cicipu Niger-Congo Nigeria 3.3 1.9 (1.3) 48k
Effutu Niger-Congo Ghana 2.0 3.4(11.1) 44.1k
Mocho’ Mayan Mexico 4.3 2.0 (1.5) 48k
Northern Prinmi Sino-Tibetan China 3.2 5.1(19.0) 48k
Sakun Afro-Asiatic Nigeria 9.2 2.7 (2.3) 44.1k
Upper Napo Kichwa Quechuan Ecuador 10.0 2.9 (4.6) 48k
Toratán Austronesian Indonesia 14.5 2.1 (2.2) 48k
Ulwa Keram Papua New Guinea 3.2 3.6 (5.1) 48k

Table 1: Overview of the 8 data sets used in this work. Hours refers to quantity of speaker-annotated, time-aligned
data. Turn length specifies the mean (standard deviation) in secs; each data set has a right-skewed distribution with
a long tail. Audio was recorded at the Sampling rate in the right column.

Language # C # V # Tones

Cicipu 27 28 4
Effutu 26 17 4
Mocho’ 27 10 2
Northern Prinmi 42 13 4
Sakun 39 3 2
Upper Napo Kichwa 20 8 –
Toratán 21 5 –
Ulwa 13 8 –

Table 2: Basic phonological typological properties per
language: size of inventory of consonants, vowels, and
tones.

Effutu has 26 consonants, 17 vowels (9 oral, 8
nasal), and contrasts 4 tones (high, low, falling,
downstep).

Mocho’ (ISO639-3:mhc) The deposit for Mo-
cho’ (Pérez González, 2018) includes both bio-
graphical and non-biographical narratives (the lat-
ter including historical events, myths, local be-
liefs, traditional building practices, witchcraft,
etc.), one prayer, conversation, elicitation ses-
sions, and one session involving the translation of
a text from another village. According to the anal-
ysis by Palosaari (2011), Mocho’ has 27 conso-
nants, 5 vowel qualities each contrasting short and
long variants, and a tone contrast on long vowels
only (unmarked v. falling).

Northern Prinmi (ISO639-3:pmi) The North-
ern Prinmi deposit is designed to document oral
art, from 12 different locations. It includes ritu-
als, traditional songs, folktales and conversations
(Daudey and Pincuo, 2018). Northern Prinmi
refers to a family of varieties spoken in the area

studied. We draw on Daudey’s (2014) analysis of
one of them, Wǎdū Pǔmı̌, for typological informa-
tion. She finds 42 consonants, 6 single oral vow-
els, 4 nasal vowels and 3 diphthongs; and 4 tones
(H level, H falling, L level, L rising).

Sakun (ISO639-3:syk) The Sakun deposit
(Thomas, nd) is a collection of recordings of
discourses (which we assume to be multi-party)
pertaining to community cultural practices. Ac-
cording to Thomas (2014), the language has 39
consonants, 3 vowels and contrasts H vs. L tones.

Upper Napo Kichwa The Upper Napo Kichwa
deposit (Grzech, 2018) includes grammatical elic-
itation and life interviews. We believe this lan-
guage to be the same as or closely related to Tena
Quechua (ISO639-3:quw) analyzed by O’Rourke
and Swanson (2013), who describe it as having
20 consonants, 3 vowel qualities, a length contrast
and 2 diphthongs (au, ai), for 8 total vowels. There
is no mention of any tones.

Toratán (ISO639-3:rth) The Toratán deposit
(Jukes, nd) includes conversational data, elicita-
tion sessions, and narratives (personal history, folk
tales). According to Himmelmann and Wolff
(1999), the language has 21 consonants and 5
vowels. There is no mention of any tones.

Ulwa (ISO639-3:yla) The Ulwa deposit (Bar-
low, 2018a) includes conversational data, tradi-
tional and personal stories, and one video of tra-
ditional singing and dancing. According to Bar-
low (2018b), Ulwa has 13 consonants and 8 vow-
els (including 2 diphthongs), and no tones.
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5 Methodology

We first describe steps taken to preprocess the data
for the shared task. Then we discuss the configu-
rations of the baseline systems for speaker diariza-
tion and identification that pertain to our linguist’s
use case.

5.1 Data Preprocessing
All files are downloaded from ELAR in two for-
mats: .wav (audio) and .eaf (annotated ELAN files
in XML format). As we focus our tasks on types
of speaker recognition, we select only files that are
annotated for speaker turns, i.e. when a speaker
starts and ends their utterance. Each language de-
posit was created by a different field linguist, and
annotation conventions vary across data sets, as we
see in the varied means and standard deviations of
turn length in column 5 of Table 1. Figure 2 cap-
tures the quantity of annotated audio by number
of speakers present in the recording. For exam-
ple, we can see that Mocho’ and Ulwa only have
recordings with at most 2 speakers while a major-
ity of Northern Prinmi recordings have at least 3
speakers present.

5.2 Baseline Systems
We choose state-of-the-art systems that are
lightweight and convenient for distribution, in or-
der to prevent barriers of access for researchers
without strong compute power. While all 8 of our
data sets are suitable for creating training and test
data in a shared task on speaker diarization, only
6 can be used for speaker identification, since that
task requires uniform labeling of speakers across
different recordings. Thus, Northern Prinmi and
Sakun are not used in the speaker ID task.

Speaker Diarization For this task, the goal is to
determine who spoke when in a given audio file.
LIUM6 is a lightweight system that uses Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) clustering techniques
to determine segments of audio that are from the
same speaker (Meignier and Merlin, 2010; Rou-
vier et al., 2013). It was originally developed for
broadcast news. LIUM does not require any ad-
ditional training before use, so we do not split the
data into train and test, but rather evaluate on the
full data set.

Speaker Identification (ID) In this task that fol-
lows diarization, the goal is to identify who the

6https://github.com/StevenLOL/LIUM

speakers are in new speech segments by com-
paring them to audio from a set of pre-enrolled
speakers. For this task, we leverage the Kaldi
toolkit (Povey et al., 2011), specifically the sre08
recipe for speaker ID which implements a strong i-
vector model. The recipe usually relies on several
large English language speech corpora to train the
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) for the Uni-
versal Background Model (UBM) and to support
i-vector extraction. However, we do not have anal-
ogous large corpora available for our endangered
languages. Furthermore, the resources typically
used for training are not publicly available, are
extremely large, and impose substantial computa-
tional requirements. Instead, similar to Rozi et al.
(2015), we adopt a transfer learning strategy and
pre-train these models on the following smaller
English corpora: a subset of the Fisher corpus,7

the NIST SRE 2005 and 2006 training data,8 and
the NIST SRE 2005 test data.9 The pre-training
process required approximately 1 week on a sin-
gle CPU; however, the resulting system using that
pre-trained model is relatively lightweight, requir-
ing only 1-2 hours per individual data set experi-
ment, to train new known speaker models and test
the system. Furthermore, we divide the audio files
into an enrollment set and test set with a ratio of
80%/20%, ensuring all speakers in the test set have
appeared in the enrollment set.

Summary We have employed endangered lan-
guage data that was already labeled with speaker
turn information to create training and test data
sets with gold standards. These data sets allow
us to build baseline systems as a proof-of-concept
for the planned shared task and to assess their ef-
fectiveness in controlled experiments. Ultimately,
we expect that new techniques developed in the
shared tasks will be applied to automatically an-
notate new field recordings.

6 Experimental Results

Below, we present the results of our speaker di-
arization and speaker identification baseline sys-
tems on the data sets derived from endangered lan-
guage resources.

7https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2004S13
8https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2011S01,

https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2011S09
9https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2011S04
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Figure 2: Distribution of annotated audio for each data set by number of speakers in each recording.

6.1 Speaker Diarization

The Diarization Error Rate (DER) (NIST, 2003)
is a standard metric which accounts for speaker
error, false alarm speech, and missed speech in
speaker diarization tasks. We use it to measure
the performance of LIUM on each of our data sets
and report DER scores in Table 3. DER ranges
from 34.7% at best for Effutu to 62.6% for Sakun.

Data Set DER [%]

Cicipu 44.5
Effutu 34.7
Mocho’ 60.2
Northern Prinmi 37.8
Sakun 62.6
Upper Napo Kichwa 43.7
Toratán 55.6
Ulwa 57.9

DIHARD1 (LIUM baseline) 55.8
DIHARD1 (SOTA) 23.7

Table 3: Diarization Error Rate (DER) for the base-
line LIUM system on each data set, as well as on En-
glish speech from the DIHARD1 challenge evaluation
set (Ryant et al., 2018). The final row reports the DER
of a state-of-the-art model specifically developed for
the DIHARD task from Sell et al. (2018). Lower scores
are desirable.

For comparison, we evaluate our baseline
LIUM system on the evaluation data set from the
DIHARD1 challenge—English speech collected
from intentionally difficult settings such as restau-
rant conversations and clinical interviews (Ryant
et al., 2018). The DER of 55.8% is in line with

scores from our data, indicating that the endan-
gered language data sets are similarly challenging
to diarize as the currently identified diverse and
challenging environments of the DIHARD1 data
set. The last row in Table 3 shows the score on
the same DIHARD1 data from a state-of-the-art
model in (Sell et al., 2018) which has been tuned
to the specific DIHARD1 task. As LIUM was de-
veloped for broadcast news speech, there is much
room for researchers to improve upon the system
through additional training and tuning.

6.2 Speaker Identification

For Speaker ID evaluation, we adopt the simple
cosine-distance scoring method from the Kaldi
recipe and report the Equal Error Rate (EER).
EER finds the threshold at which the proportion
of missed targets (e.g. utterances from Speaker A
are not identified with Speaker A) equals the pro-
portion of false acceptances (e.g. utterances from
Speaker A are incorrectly identified with Speaker
B). Column 3 of Table 4 shows the results of EER
from our baseline system performed on each indi-
vidual data set. Scores range from 12.3% at best
for Mocho’ to 48.6% for Upper Napo Kichwa.
There appears to be a small positive correlation
between number of enrolled speakers and EER.

Upon comparison with the NIST SRE 2008
(SRE08) test data10 of multilingual telephone
speech and English interview speech, most EER
scores on our data sets are higher than the base-
line system run on SRE08. This is predicted, due
to the diverse settings of the endangered language
data sets.

10https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2011S08
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It is important to note that in the Kaldi con-
figuration, the speech data can undergo a gender
identification step to automatically pre-sort audio
segments into male or female, then use the cor-
responding male or female model. As our data
sets do not include metadata on gender and scores
were not largely varying across these configura-
tions, we only report system performance on pass-
ing all speech through the male model after ignor-
ing the gender ID step.

Data Set # Spkrs EER [%]

Cicipu 27 26.4
Effutu 15 42.3
Mocho’ 8 12.3
Upper Napo Kichwa 69 48.6
Toratán 20 27.8
Ulwa 6 20.2

SRE08 (Baseline) – 14.6
SRE08 (SOTA) – 11.9

Table 4: Speaker Identification Equal Error Rate
(EER) for each of the 6 data sets. Number of enrolled
speakers is given in Column 2. The last 2 rows re-
port the EER of our baseline Speaker ID system on
the NIST SRE 2008 test data, with a state-of-the-art
i-vector model from the full sre08 recipe of the Kaldi
toolkit Povey et al. (2011). Lower scores are better.

7 Discussion

We assessed the applicability of speech process-
ing techniques for endangered language docu-
mentation by creating data sets based on lan-
guage archives, implementing baseline systems
for speaker diarization and identification, and eval-
uating them against the documentary data. Our ex-
periments demonstrated the feasibility of conduct-
ing such evaluations and the utility of the baseline
systems and data sets. In addition, this process
highlighted challenges in creating data and sys-
tems for these tasks.

One source of challenge was the data itself.
As the distribution of speakers across recordings
demonstrates (see Figure 2), there is significant
variation in speech settings both within and across
data sets. Differences in genre also drive many of
these contrasts. This variation remains a signif-
icant challenge for speaker diarization, and moti-
vated the development of the DIHARD tasks to fo-

cus on new domains. The performance of the base-
line diarization system also varied significantly
across our data sets. This variety suggests that en-
dangered language data can be a rich testbed.

In addition, while we tried to exclude data sets
with very significant noise, field recordings will
inevitably have more variation in recording condi-
tions than in more controlled settings. Compensat-
ing for such variation remains a core research chal-
lenge for speech processing. Furthermore, while
speech processing data collection efforts have of-
ten aimed to carefully control for certain social or
demographic factors, such as gender, constraints
on the field linguistics process make such controls
impractical. Several of the endangered language
data sets had substantial imbalance in the reported
genders of the contributors, potentially affecting
these speaker-oriented tasks.

Aspects of transcription and annotation of the
source data also impacted the creation of these
evaluation data sets. The frequent use of ELAN
.eaf for annotation and .wav files for audio was
very helpful. However, there was also substantial
variation across deposits in terms of naming con-
ventions for ELAN tiers, anonymization or nam-
ing of speakers in the transcription files, and in
coverage of transcriptions. We managed much of
the variation in ELAN tier naming and structure
through custom code. However, in cases where
the deposits reused the same identifiers for differ-
ent speakers, it was impossible to create a gold
standard for speaker identification. Lastly, we
noted different strategies for partial transcription
of recordings, including transcribing only one or
a few contiguous spans in the recording or tran-
scribing only the consultant side in an elicitation.
We managed the former through custom code,
while we excluded the latter type in creating gold
standards for diarization. Standardized processes
could simplify these tasks.

Finally, the adaptation and application of the
baseline systems to this new data highlighted some
challenging assumptions and design decisions. In
the case of speaker identification, the system we
adapted assumed access to a large amount of li-
censed data and computing resources well beyond
those of our own research lab, much less a field
linguist’s laptop or repository’s data center. Ex-
ploiting such resources has yielded impressive re-
sults, but that reliance poses a significant barrier
for both developers and users of technology for
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endangered languages. Fortunately, we were able
to use smaller amounts of high-resource language
data with little loss in effectiveness. Also, while
not strictly required, both baseline systems incor-
porated or expected to train a gender identification
module. Such annotation is unlikely to be pro-
vided with endangered language data. Lastly, the
systems which we leveraged were built for specific
tasks, such as diarization of broadcast news, or
speaker identification under particular noise con-
ditions. Novel data will challenge these systems.

8 Ethical Considerations

There are two broad types of ethical considera-
tions that we would like to raise with respect to
this work: considerations to do with the usage of
data and considerations to do with the technology
that the shared task is meant to help develop.

The data we are using have been deposited with
ELAR, an archive for endangered language data.
Archives are conceptualized as repositories re-
sponsible for handling the long-term preservation
of collections of data as well as managing the ac-
cess to them. Data depositors can establish access
rights in accordance with the wishes of the com-
munities they are working with as well as their
own considerations (Nathan, 2013; Drude et al.,
2012). We have chosen data sets which are ac-
cessible to all registered users of the repository.
However, we do not plan to redistribute the data.
Rather, we ask shared task participants to regis-
ter for their own ELAR account and download the
data, using scripts we provide to preprocess it ap-
propriately for the specific shared tasks. Our pur-
pose in doing so is to ensure that the data sets we
work with remain connected to their metadata and
access rights as determined by the archive. Should
these change, anyone accessing the data through
our shared task will have up-to-date information.

A second set of data-level considerations in-
volves speaker privacy and anonymity. When
working with audio data, we are necessarily work-
ing with personally identifiable information (the
speakers’ own voices) as well as any personal in-
formation included in the recorded speech itself.
Our pre-processing scripts include an anonymiza-
tion step, where speaker names in the metadata
are replaced with non-personal identifiers.11 How-
ever, anyone accessing the data for our shared task

11Furthermore, the original data set producers may have
recorded pseudonyms instead of speakers’ actual names.

will also have access to the data sets as deposited
in the archive. We rely, here, on the data set depos-
itors to have clearly communicated to the speak-
ers they worked with about what it means for their
recordings to be in an internet-accessible archive
and to have received consent for the archiving.

At the technology level, we would like to ac-
knowledge that speaker identification and speaker
diarization technology, which our shared task aims
to help develop, change what it means to have
recorded data in an internet-accessible archive.
Should we succeed in spurring the development
of successful speaker identification or diarization
technology for endangered languages, and should
there be other recordings of the same individuals
available elsewhere on the web, such technology
would make it possible to link the different record-
ings to the same speaker identity, potentially de-
anonymyzing otherwise anonymous deposits. Be-
yond the harms to privacy that this represents, it
also opens up further risks, such as the potential to
amass sufficiently large amounts of data to create
deep fakes in the voice of the recorded speakers.

We find that the potential for dual use (Hovy
and Spruit, 2016) is inherent in speech technol-
ogy developed for endangered language documen-
tation. That is, alongside the positive value the
technology can bring by facilitating language doc-
umentation and revitalization, there is also the risk
of harmful use. Different speaker communities
and indeed different speakers may view these risks
differently. What is particularly vexing is that the
development of new technology can reshape what
risks a speaker is taking on when consenting to
be recorded for archival data. We recommend
that computational linguists and archivists com-
municate about the state of technology. In this
way, the computational linguists can support the
archivists in designing appropriate modifications
to the access rights systems and appropriate expla-
nations for data curators—and ultimately speech
communities—about the effects of archiving data
in a changing technological landscape.

9 Conclusion

We have created a suite of typologically diverse
data sets based on endangered language resources,
and used that data to build and evaluate base-
line systems for speaker diarization and identifica-
tion. These steps support our planned shared tasks
in speech processing for endangered languages,
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which we hope will spur development of systems
to accelerate language documentation. This work
has also highlighted the challenges of and ethi-
cal considerations for developing such technology.
We will bear these in mind as we move forward
with deployment of these shared tasks.
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